What Can US Corporate Wellness Do For You?

Services Tailored to Your Needs and Goals. Whether you have thousands of employees or just a handful, we have the solutions you need to be successful. These include but are far from limited to:

- Comprehensive on-line tools and resources, complete with incentive trackers, mobile apps, FitBit integration, team/individual challenges, trackers, goal setting tools and much more!
- Relationship-oriented coaching provided at a frequency and format that is most effective for your team and organizational culture
- Certified Wellness Coach (CWC) Certification available through the Catalyst Coaching Institute for select wellness team members
- Strategic and ongoing planning is provided standard for each of our partner organizations.

Comprehensive Options... That Always Match Up With the Budget

The services provided by US Corporate Wellness are both deep and wide in order to address the long term strategic plan for each organization. A brief overview of these aspects are provided to the right.

However, there are often times when an organization has identified wellness as a critical long-term priority but has a limited budget in the short term. In these cases, we help create an optimal initial program that makes the best use of the available funds, while effectively launching the long-term strategy simultaneously.

We view each partnership as just that: a true partnership. Just as with personal wellness pursuits, the first critical step is taking that first step. The same is true on an organizational level.

We can help change lives and the bottom line of your organization, one day and one step at a time.

Services include:
- Personalized, high-participation wellness coaching, built around an active approach (vs. traditional passive model)
- Comprehensive Web Portal with wide range of tools and resources
- Customizable incentive tracker and reporting
- Mobile Apps
- Team & Individual Challenges
- NCQA Accredited Health Risk Assessment
- Ongoing Strategic Planning
- Activity Monitor (such as FitBit)
- Elite Endurance Team Access
- Customized Newsletter
- Quarterly Wellness Champion Huddles
- 24/7 Administrative Dashboard with access to participation, satisfaction surveys and more

Fortune 500 Credibility... With a Personalized Approach

URAC ACCREDITATION
US Corporate Wellness is one of only 8 select firms to earn Full Accreditation through URAC as a Comprehensive Wellness Provider. This provides you with a higher level of confidence that your personal recommendation will stand tall.

SUPERIOR SERVICE
You have our commitment that nobody in the industry will match our superior service levels. From response time to personalized interaction at all levels, your entire team will experience the “Golden Rule” every step of the way.

CATALYST FOR CHANGE
On both an organizational and individual level, the Engage - Measure - Optimize strategy utilized by the US Corporate Wellness team will help you insure superior results.

PLEASE CONTACT US TODAY:
800-910-9425
Results@USCorporateWellness.com
www.USCorporateWellness.com